Houston Achievement Place
Project CLASS (Children Learning Appropriate Social Skills)
School Services & Cost Summary
A more detailed description of services is available at the following link:
https://projectclass.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Proj-C-Description-mkt-2p-V2-datafixed-for-website-4.pdf
Summary of Services & Pricing
A Project CLASS (Children Learning Appropriate Social Skills) collaboration covers the full
school year and consists of three parts: Project CLASS Workshop Training; Project CLASS
In-School Services; Project CLASS tools and resources. These components are more fully
described below.
The Project CLASS Workshop Training usually occurs before the start of school in
August. We strongly encourage training all the school's teachers and core staff at the same
time. The Workshop Training experience is a full day (6.5 hours). The workshop training
occurs in the Houston Heights in our Training Building and a working lunch is provided by
HAP.
In addition to the Workshop component, each campus will have a Project CLASS trainer at
the school to assist with implementation in the classrooms and additionally, to work directly
with the children with the most behavior problems. The Project CLASS trainer will be in the
school one full school day (school hours) each school week for the full school year. Project
CLASS in-school trainer services focus 50% time on strengthening teacher skills in working
with student behavior in the classrooms and 50% time working directly with the students with
the most behavior problems in small groups on a weekly basis.
The campus cost is less than 50% of these services for the full school year. This cost
includes sets of 11" x 17" social skills posters (sets of 10, English & Spanish) and music for
all classroom teachers. The full cost of the services the campus will be receiving is over
$21,000 for the school year, with the campus paying less than 50% (less than $10,500).
This situation is only possible because of generous donors who care about our schools and
are picking up a large part of our costs for us to deliver these services.
An important step in the process if we decide to work together is to pick the school's training
date as soon as possible. These dates go fast and are claimed on a first come basis.
Lastly, were the campus to want two days of in-school services per week instead of one day,
the cost to the campus is less than 50% of the full cost of services provided which is $35,000
for the school year (less than $17,500).

